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Who Are You? The DNA Dilemma

With everything from diets to skincare now being designed around our DNA, Fiona Golfar discovers what researching your genes can do for
you in this piece !rst published in the March 2015 issue of Vogue. But is a little knowledge a dangerous thing?
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n the past month I have had three DNA tests. I have done just what you see on CSI or any one of those crime shows you
may watch on television. I run a swab around the inside of both my cheeks and inside the front of my mouth, and then I

send it to be analysed. Why? You may well ask. I am not under suspicion for anything shifty and I don’t need to discover who my
real father is, but DNA is the new black. Everyone is doing it: the beauty business, the wellbeing companies, the food industry –
and don’t let’s even get started on the world of medicine. And why wouldn’t they be? As one big investor told me, “It affects
everyone on the planet.” What seemed like an extraordinary possibility only 10 years ago is now reaching into every aspect of the
commercial world.

Here’s a taster of just a few of the things I have learnt about myself: I have good skin; I am lactose intolerant; I have difficulty
with weight control (not news); and I have the DNA to be an excellent, active sportswoman. (Tennis was practically invented for
me, yet, unfortunately, it turns out I also lack the genetic motivation to do anything about it.) But more worryingly, I also display
a predisposition for osteoporosis and Alzheimer’s. It’s a fascinating, exhilarating but also confusing world, and the phrase “mixed
feelings” doesn’t even begin to come close to how I feel about my genetic make-up right now.

$e ability to map the human genome, our individual genetic code, has been a possibility for some years now (the !rst accurate
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sequence was completed in 2003). But until very recently it would have cost hundreds of thousands of pounds to have your DNA
sequenced, and taken months to get the results. Now, anyone can have a full-body wellbeing test for just a few hundred pounds,
simply by ordering one at your computer. And once you know that’s possible, well… it’s tempting, isn’t it? What would you like
to know about yourself ? Or perhaps more searchingly, what wouldn’t you like to know?

While I knew that mapping my genetic code was a possibility, none of it was of any particular interest to me until I heard about
Geneu, a skincare range that was claiming to deliver my “unique skin pro!le” by performing a DNA test on a microchip in just
half an hour and in the rare!ed comfort of a boutique on Bond Street. $e idea, after years of using only guesswork to navigate
the beauty halls, that I could now take a quick test to ensure me a proven cocktail of the best ingredients for me personally was
just too tempting to resist. $e test and a two-week supply costs £600, then it’s £300 per month after that – but this seemed
reasonable compared with other high-end face creams (hovering around the £200 mark) and what I have spent on promises on
the backs of jars over the years.
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Geneu is possible thanks to the astounding technology developed by the engaging and extraordinary Christofer Toumazou,
regius professor of medical engineering at Imperial College London and a fellow of the Royal Society. He is known for his
ability to merge computer technology with medical science, and has already been responsible for breakthroughs such as cochlear
implants for born-deaf children, an arti!cial pancreas for Type 1 diabetics, wireless heart monitors and an “intelligent” neural
stimulator for use as a drug-free alternative for obesity. Arguably, though, none of these
compares to his major achievement, which was the creation of a microchip that can store genetic information within it, thereby
transforming DNA sequencing from something that had to be done on big, unwieldy machines in hospitals to a quick, simple
process that can be done anywhere – even Bond Street. “In the future, people will be sequencing their DNA at dinner parties,” he
told me from his office at Imperial.

Clearly impressive, then, and with a genuine mission to transform the world of healthcare, why has Toumazou decided to turn
his attention to cosmetics? Because, he explained, it is the fastest way to capture the public’s imagination about what can be done
– via his microchip – by delving into your DNA. Rather than take on the pharmaceutical companies (his wish would be for drug
dosages to be measured according to your genetic predisposition, but admitted Big Pharma had no interest in working with him)
or engage in an endless battle with regulatory bodies such as the American Food & Drug Administration (FDA), he decided to
use his techniques to revolutionise a less regulated industry: the beauty world. He has selected the two genes that have the most
clinical evidence regarding their impact on skin ageing, and created a fast, simple DNA test to assess how well yours work.
Dosages of active ingredients are then tweaked accordingly and your bespoke prescription prepared. It is, he says, a world away
from the one-size-!ts-all “blockbuster” creams you !nd in department stores. I arrived at Toumazou’s state-of-the-art store on
Bond Street. It is sleek and chic and looks very scienti!c in a friendly kind of way.

To have my DNA tested, I was taken into a pod that looked as if it had come straight out of the starship Enterprise and was
going to beam me up somewhere. Instead, one of his team of very glamorous resident scientists took the swab which they then
connected to a microchip. Half an hour later I looked up my results on the Geneu website by entering my personalised password
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and discovered that my skin is prone to having a strong natural protection against free radicals and that my collagen breakdown
level is low. It went on to explain the customised cocktail of ingredients that are mixed on site to create a serum that is inserted
into two 100ml canisters in a very stylish yet high-tech-looking twin-pump-action dispenser. I’m six months in now and don’t
think my skin has ever looked better. I am absolutely sold on the concept.

So why stop at skin? I didn’t. I started to look around and realised that there are many commercial DNA tests on the market,
aimed at health, diet, exercise and general wellbeing.

$ese tests are not conceived to tell you if you have the genes for life-threatening conditions, such as the BRCA1 gene. ($is was
what told Angelina Jolie that she had an 87 per cent risk of breast cancer and 50 per cent chance of ovarian cancer. Jolie made
the decision to have those tests following the death of her mother from ovarian cancer at just 58. $e information the speci!c
DNA tests revealed led Jolie to make the decision to have a double mastectomy.) $ere is a limit to what people should be able
to learn from “over the counter” DNA tests, as Anne Wojcicki, the billionaire ex-wife of Google co-founder Sergey Brin, with a
background in healthcare and co-founder of a company called 23 & Me (named after the number of pairs of chromosomes in
human DNA), found to her cost. With her company, which sold home DNA-testing kits for $99 with no prescription necessary,
people had only to spit into a tube and send it off. Within three weeks, they would receive a full medical pro!le that showed not
only ancestry information but also the probabilities of their getting any number of diseases such as cystic !brosis, sickle-cell
anaemia or Alzheimer’s. It included results for more than 200 health conditions and in return 23 & Me would amass the largest
DNA database in the world. As Lisa Miller wrote in !e New Yorker, “Wojcicki wants to do with DNA what Google did with
data. Because after all, DNA is data.” But the FDA was having none of it. Last year, in a highly publicised legal spat, it said that
what the company was doing amounted to an illegal medical test and that the only service 23 & Me should be currently offering
on its website was that of ancestry.
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In December, however, 23 & Me launched in Britain, offering its Personal Genome Service of more than a hundred reports –
including the full range of health, trait and ancestry information – to the British public. 23 & Me wants to run alongside
Genomics England’s 100,000 Genome Project, a government-backed scheme that will sequence 100,000 genomes of NHS
patients in Britain by 2018 and is designed to help identify, tackle and predict future diseases. But while ethics committees and
governments continue to wrangle about who should know what, the question is, how much about yourself do you really want to
know? And upon receiving such information, what will you do with it? Is there a possibility of panic-mongering among a public
who have only ever hitherto been told facts about their health by doctors? $e feeling among geneticists now is that, rightly or
wrongly, “everyday genetics” is here to stay. As Mark $omas, professor of evolutionary genetics at UCL, commented on 23 &
Me’s arrival
in Britain, “One could argue the rights and wrongs of such companies existing, but I suspect that ship has sailed.” $e
Department of Health, however, warned people to “think carefully” before using the tests.

$e new slew of genetic-testing services doesn’t come more comprehensive than the one being offered at Grace, an exclusive
ladies’ club in Belgravia, where it’s now common for women with expensive blow-dries to discuss their genome sequence over
lunch. Here, for a mere £4,300, you can have a Preventive Genomic Study taken. Grace has teamed up with SHA – an
international wellness clinic based in Spain and dedicated to anti-ageing programmes – and after one quick swab and a very



thorough lifestyle questionnaire, and a preliminary meeting with Grace’s medical director, the immensely affable Dr Tim Evans,
my DNA was sent off to be analysed.

Evans explained the bene!ts of this test to me very clearly: “Genetics in%uence 30 per cent of our future health but the
remaining 70 per cent depends on lifestyle. $ese tests allow you to make informed decisions about how you live.” Evans and the
practitioners at SHA believe that understanding your genetic make-up is the key to maximising the future of your health. $at
by having our genes analysed in detail, we gain valuable information about the risks of developing certain diseases and that they
can offer a bespoke lifestyle programme to slow the ageing process of our bodies. In short, you can’t change your genes, but you
can certainly change your life.

$ree weeks later I returned to Grace to meet a very nice and rather earnest Spanish doctor who had brought my results with
her. Gloria Sabater had %own in from SHA with a dossier that resembled a Hollywood script.She then spent more than two
hours apprising me of my results. If self-knowledge is what you are after, then this is the Holy Grail. However, 45 minutes in, I
was exhausted by both the science and the intensity of the information I was trying to absorb.

Dr Sabater explained that by knowing detailed information about your genes, you can determine your health potential in areas
such as weight control, detoxi!cation, cardiovascular health, physical and mental !tness, and bone health. But the pages of the
dossier looked as if they came from a rather terrifying biology exam, full of diagrams of the human body and its organs. $en
there were a startling number of charts to look at, each with an alarming rash of dots – green, yellow and red, lots of red. (Why is
red never good?) By the time we were halfway through and on to my cardiovascular health and something called my
homocysteine metabolism, I was ready to scream and my eyelids were feeling heavy. For this amount of money, shouldn’t it be
easier to understand?

What would you like to know about yourself? Or perhaps more searchingly, what wouldn’t
you like to know?

What I did manage to absorb was that I have a high lactose intolerance (useful to know), I show an increased C-reactive protein
level which is a risk marker for coronary heart disease, a predisposition for an impaired weight control which might promote an
increase of my body mass index and, if that wasn’t enough, I also have a predisposition to low adiponectin levels, which are linked
to decreased glucose utilisation and could lead to Type 2 diabetes. It also told me I have a low breakdown rate of lipids, which
may lead to poor weight-loss results and, to cap it all, I am less likely than many to lose weight through physical activity. By the
time I have become acquainted with my predisposition for increased anthropometric values, in particular my BMI, I am hardly
surprised that I show a resistance to weight-loss diets and I’m really blaming my porky Polish ancestors for getting me into this
mess. However, while all this was clearly fascinating for me personally, at the same time it seemed to me it was just too hard to
absorb all the information I was being given, such was its depth.

After what seemed like several decades, I registered the fact that Dr Sabater was telling me that something called my APOE
gene shows I may be susceptible to Alzheimer’s, age-related diseases and fatigue syndromes. Alzheimer’s? $at woke me up! I felt
a thump of fear in my arms, of all places. I understand that these genes are only a small percentage of the story and that lifestyle
plays a huge part in what happens to us. But I found some of the words coming across the desk at me rather big and frightening
and they made me feel uncomfortable. I was given so much information in those two hours that I staggered out with a list longer
than my leg of vitamins and supplements I needed to take, as well as suggestions that I should become a vegetarian to help
combat the dreaded possibilities of Alzheimer’s and also it would be a good idea if I were to give up broccoli… Oh, please! $at
night I went out and ate steak and chips in a de!ant mood. “You’re only hurting yourself,” my inner self kept saying. But who
knows, I kept thinking, the way things are shaping up, I’ll probably forget I ate it.

Not all DNA testing has to feel like a university lecture. DNA Fit, a company that offers DNA-based diet and !tness plans, has
been working with Olympic athletes, football teams and trainers such as Matt Roberts, who now offers all his clients a DNA test
as a matter of course, along with the more usual things such as movement analysis and !tness assessment before he or his team
start training them. “$e more information we have about your body, the more comprehensive and bespoke we can be,” says



Roberts. If it’s in your genes, for example, that you are more predisposed to marathon running than sprinting, your regimes can
be tailored accordingly.

DNA Fit has also teamed up with a company called Pure Package. $is is a smart idea and very well executed: a food-delivery
service which for £600 offers a 10-day programme of meals based on the foods your body is genetically predisposed to respond to
or needs more of. $ey call each client and talk them through the results, as well as emailing a very clear and well-designed
document explaining your results and offering your ideal diet and an exercise plan. $ey also suggested certain vitamins that
would boost my system where my genes showed weakness. In my case, a low-fat diet with some complex carbohydrates and
medium-intensity training was recommended. I found the report easy to understand and the food was really quite bearable, given
that my idea of something delicious usually comes with mashed potatoes. Impressively, in just over a week of following their
recommendations, I went down a clothes size, which convinced me that knowing what your body needs at a genetic level is a
huge leap forward.

Having undertaken all these tests, I now believe that it’s not the DNA itself that’s important, it’s how its data is revealed to you.
Because at every point, unlocking my DNA threw up more questions than it answered. What does having the gene for, say,
Alzheimer’s really mean? Will I get it? Or does knowing that I have it mean I can prevent it? Who is going to make sense of this
for me? A doctor, a nutritionist or a personal trainer? Or me, with a £125 home-testing kit? A month ago, if you had asked me
what a genome was, I would have said a garden ornament with a pointy hat and a !shing rod. What I have learnt about myself
recently has been really quite fascinating, but also unnerving and occasionally downright hilarious. (I, who have never knowingly
run for a bus, apparently have the genes to be a good sprinter.) Unless you happen to be really quite good at science though,
much of it can be overwhelming.

DNA testing can tell you everything, from who your father really is to the true identity of Jack the Ripper – but do I want to
know more? $e big, scary stuff? No, I most certainly don’t. I don’t have a family history of breast or ovarian cancer and I don’t
want to spend my life worrying about what I might or might not have. I’ll leave that to my Jewish grandmother and her
genetically-predisposed-to-worry friends. What I do want from it is to have the tools to optimise my chances of living a healthy
life. I’m not saying I will never eat dairy again – but I will certainly eat less of it. I will take a similar view with most of the
information I received. I will certainly customise my training regime –why pound away at things that won’t make a difference?
But then neither am I about to take up tennis (I’ve barely hit a ball in my life). But I do feel I have learnt something, that I can
take part in an informed future. And who could wish for more than that?

Here, four genetic tests to try:

Skin Study

A lot of visible ageing is hereditary, from the size of your facial muscles to the skin’s genetic health, so getting to know your genes
is key to the success of your anti-ageing skincare regime. Kate Kerr’s FutureSkin DNA Programme examines 16 genetic markers
to identify skin’s strengths and weaknesses – the results of which are then used to prescribe a tailor-made regime consisting of
advanced in-clinic treatments, the correct skincare ingredients and lifestyle advice.
FutureSkin DNA Programme, from £495, Katekerrlondon.co.uk

Genetic 360

$ink of My Pure Genetic Lifestyle as a 360-degree MOT; it identi!es any predisposition to genetic diseases, the efficacy of
medication for an extensive list of ailments and a list of over 1,000 foods, analysed by how good they are according to your genes.
My Pure Genetic Lifestyle, £1,365, Puregeneticlifestyle.com

Nutritional Information

$e go-to for nutrition-based genetic analysis, Nutrigenomix homes in on the effects different genetic markers have on your
eating habits, weight management and physical activity as well as highlighting predispositions for intolerances and cardio-
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metabolic disorders. In other words, you can !nd out things like whether you gain weight from fats or from carbohydrates, and
whether you’re drinking too much coffee according to your nutrient metabolism. 
Nutrigenomix DNA Test, available at clinics nationwide, Nutrigenonmix.com

!e Lifestyle Test

If you think you need to check your behaviour then a DNA pro!le of your personality traits might be in order. $e Wellness and
Lifestyle Genetic Test will explore genes associated with your body clock, learning patterns and social skills, allowing you to play
to your strengths. 
International Biosciences, Wellness and Lifestyle DNA Test, £99, Ibdna.com

by Lottie Winter

!is article was "rst published in the March 2015 issue of Vogue magazine
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